
Best Maintenance Company in Dubai 

SEKAH AL RIFAA Technical Services LLC is a licensed and insured facility management based in Dubai and 

is engaged in a extensive range of maintenance services in Dubai that touch the most basic and far 

advanced aspects of everyday life with our services include Gypsum Partition in Dubai, Painter in Dubai, 

Painting Services in Dubai, Electrical Works in Dubai, Plumber in Dubai, Handyman services in Dubai, 

Glass Replacement in Dubai, Aluminium Works in Dubai, Removal and disposal in Dubai, Glass table top 

in Dubai, Renovation works in Dubai, Fit out works in Dubai. Our services include handyman services in 

Dubai, carpenter in Dubai, building contract maintenance in Dubai, plumber works, best movers in 

Dubai, painter in Dubai, glass, mirror and aluminum works in Dubai interior designing and decoration for 

your villas, flats and buildings. 

 

Handyman Services in Dubai  

We offer quality handyman works in Dubai for interior and exterior of residential and commercial spaces 

that not only looks good but also lasts longer and best handyman in Dubai solutions for interior and 

exterior Works. Our 

Carpenter in Dubai                 

SAR providing Professional & quality carpentry services in UAE keeping in Mind Your Budget. SAR Takes 

Care of Customer satisfaction. We Hire Dubai Best Professional Carpenter and they Use Upgraded Tools 

for Their work to save your Time. 

Building Maintenance Contract 

No matter which contract you choose, our maintenance contracts are handled by us without you having 

to think about. We provide you with an individual concierge that is on call 24/7 to assist you. You will 

always be able to reach this … 

SEKAH AL RIFAA TECHNICAL SERVICES LLC 

15 years of experience in terms of handyman in Dubai, handyman services in Dubai, interior fit out 

works, glass works in Dubai, glass & mirror works in Dubai, gypsum partition in Dubai, glass partition in 

Dubai, painter in Dubai, painting services, carpentry in Dubai,  carpenter works in Dubai, carpentry 

services in Dubai, masonry works in Dubai, masonry in Dubai and Decoration, may it be for Commercial 



Refurbishment or Plain Renovation. Our professional team aim is to provide the highest standard of all 

kind of fit out services design, profession project managing and supervision and the best quality of 

construction to satisfy the demands of our esteemed clients. SEKAH AL RIFAA are committed to keeping 

our customer’s satisfaction as our top priority. We offer our clients a thorough skill set and an essential 

understanding of all features of project development which allows us to offer the most innovative 

solutions. We take arrogance in creating exclusive spaces and design solutions for different tastes and 

functions. Finally, our perception to our client’s needs is interpreted and translated into comprehensive 

and creative designs. SEKAH AL RIFAA is dedicated to creating interiors that reflect our client's taste and 

lifestyle, by apprehending their design dreams and making them an actuality. We are committed to 

listening to our clients in a professional manner and carrying out the design procedure until the desired 

product is achieved. 

SEKAH AL RIFAA Technical Services LLC is a licensed and insured Facility Management based in Dubai 

and is engaged in a wide range of services that touch the most basic and far advanced aspects of 

everyday life. Our services include contract maintenance, interior designing and decoration for your 

villas, flats and buildings. Our company is committed to maintain and exceed standards that are 

demanded by our clients. We believe in profitable, sustainable and enjoyable long-term relationships 

with employees, customers and suppliers. Enclosed is a brief introduction of our company for better 

knowing of our services. We look forward to hearing from you and have a long term professional 

relationship. 

SEKAH AL RIFAA Technical Services LLC is a Dubai based company with invaluable experience in 

providing total Facilities Management. Providing a less hassle, unique, cost effective, comprehensive 

and preventive maintenance program in order to maintain and enhance the beauty, life and value of 

your property. 

Being able to rely on one company to satisfy all your A/C, electrical, plumbing, painting and other 

maintenance needs is more than just s cost-effective solution. It is your peace of mind that the job is will 

be completed in an efficient and effective manner, all at an affordable price. We offer the best services 

for commercial, industrial and residential buildings. 

 

Sekah al Rifaa Technical Servicess LLC 
Al Nakhal Rd, Neif Deira 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

+971-52-8324482 
info@sardubai.com 

Mon – Fir 8.00 – 18.00 

http://www.sardubai.com 

https://web.archive.org/web/20190418202601/mailto:info@sardubai.com
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